
 Personalized Art Jewelry That Tells Your Unique Story 

 

Each person has their own story to tell. 

You’re a remarkable individual and you’ve carved your own path in this world. 

Shouldn’t your jewelry acknowledge and reflect your unique distinction within its creation? 

 

Let Me Tell Your Story [pic of piece to the right] 

Are you searching for a piece of fine jewelry that goes beyond simply browsing at a boutique store or an 

exclusive catalog? 

You deserve more than just any piece that can be found anywhere. It is my lifework to create unique 

jewelry designs that reflect you and your own personal style. 

The result is custom jewelry that is classic, timeless, and offers value that transcends time.  The pieces I 

create sync in perfect harmony with your individuality to provide you with a permanent legacy to be 

admired and cherished by those close to you. 

As a jewelry designer, my personal history directly links with my work as an artist.   

I intertwine my skills as a sculptor and designer with unique jewels and precious metals for a one-of-a-

kind piece that resonates and reflects YOU in a unique and personalized way. 

Click here [insert link to form] to start the journey to sophisticated jewelry that’s mesmerizing, stunning, 

and made solely for you. 

 

How My Youth Started Me On the Path to Your Story [insert picture of Brett as a child to right of text] 

My work as a jewelry artist comes from a long love affair with nature and the idea behind creating 

endless possibilities solely with my hands. 

As a young boy, I constantly dug holes in the earth to build bunkers for my toy soldiers until one day I just 

kept digging.  The day that I dug so deep and found workable, malleable clay changed me forever! 

Once I realized that God had placed such an incredible substance in my hands and the possibilities of it – 

the creation began.  Who knew that using that clay to sculpt birds, bugs, and especially flowers as a child 

would lead me down the path to my life’s work and passion? 

Although formal art training was non-existent for me as a young boy, I knew that clay in my hands was 

my destiny and there was no way to escape it. 

 

From Formalized Training to Unique Sculptures and Designs [insert pic of Brett with sculptures to left] 



Spending my college years on the shores of Oahu at BYU Hawaii brought me back to that direct 

connection to nature.  I even found workable clay in the nearby mountains! 

After countless late nights of drawing with charcoals and gray paper to fuel my dedication to exceptional 

designs, I found accuracy of form! 

And it all paid off when I became the Principal Assistant to my teacher.  This gave me the opportunity of 

a lifetime when I was able to assist in formulating notable bronze statues in Hawaii such as the heroic 

Duke Kahanamoku monument on Waikiki Beach, the 6 life size hula figures at the Hyatt Wailea in Maui 

and many others. 

Constructing those sculptures was my greatest passion but the reality was that my efforts didn’t provide 

enough commissions to support me.  As disappointing as that was, it eventually led me down a new and 

more desirable quest. 

 

The Masterful Journey to Art Jewelry [pic of Brett working to the right] 

Deeply studying the Art Nouveau jewelry masters gave me the understanding that all of design can be 

found in the human form.  My time spent at the Revere Academy of Jewelry Arts in San Francisco 

studying under world renowned jewelry artist Alan Revere solidified my future. 

It was during the course of my graduate jeweler studies at the academy where I realized how my 

previous sculpting experience had merged seamlessly with jewelry design. My studies in drawing, 

sculpting and the human form have led me to creating distinctive wearable art jewelry for my clients that 

encompasses my ingenuity and passion for beautiful art forms.  

Diamonds, sapphires, gold and platinum replaced clay on my path to custom jewelry design.   

While every artist creates works that mirrors themselves, my passion lies in bringing a client’s 

individuality to the pieces I create for them. 

I strive to design captivating and alluring jewelry that is unsurpassed by those found at elite galleries or 

venues. [insert pic of piece to left of text] 

Why invest your money in jewelry that’s available to just anyone? 

Your jewelry should directly embody each of your exceptional traits and qualities and no one else’s.  I 

enjoy interacting with my clients on a deep and personal level as it gives me the opportunity to infuse 

their individuality into unique jewelry that holds sentimental value and beauty.  Unlike the gaudy or 

flamboyant jewelry found in elite stores, my pieces are crafted with tasteful design and elegance that 

harmonizes with your distinctive style and grace. 

Tell me your story here [insert link to form] so I can create the unique piece that captures the essence of 

you through the beauty of nature. 

[insert personalized signature graphic] 

One more thing: Given the personalized nature of my custom jewelry design, I only take a handful of 

clients at a time to ensure quality.  If you have a special occasion or event that you wish to wear your 



exclusive piece, please contact me [insert link to form] immediately so I can accommodate your 

individual needs. 


